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New programs prove that vouchers lead to skyrocketing costs, benefit wealthy families, and result in waste, fraud and abuse.

Why We Released This Update

Since we published the February 2023 NCPE Toolkit, the private school voucher landscape has shifted in alarming ways. During the 2023 state legislative sessions, several states enacted bills to expand existing and establish new voucher programs, making more students eligible than ever before. Many of those states adopted universal voucher programs that allow virtually every student in the state—regardless of their family’s income, whether they have only attended private school, or any other factor—to get a taxpayer-funded voucher to pay for tuition at private school. And as these programs are going into effect, we are already starting to see how the voucher programs are going wrong. With these massive voucher expansions, costs are getting out of hand, wealthy families are accruing the most benefits, and waste, fraud, and abuse are apparent.

Arkansas, Iowa, Utah, and Oklahoma enacted new statewide voucher programs that are open to all students. Florida, Arizona, Indiana, North Carolina, and Ohio have removed limitations on their voucher programs so that all or nearly all students—regardless of family income—are eligible to participate. Expansions are also taking effect in Alabama, New Hampshire, Tennessee, South Dakota, and Wisconsin. And Montana, Nebraska, and South Carolina are implementing brand new voucher programs that serve particular groups of students.

This trend has taken hold thanks to widespread lobbying and political campaigning by anti-public education organizations. It’s important to remember that public support for
private school vouchers that defund public schools is extraordinarily low.¹ But state lawmakers who remain skeptical of voucher bills find themselves facing well-funded primary challenges from pro-voucher candidates² and threats from pro-voucher governors.³ These campaigns are bankrolled by billionaire donors like the Kochs, the Waltons, and the DeVoses. Their organizations, like Americans for Prosperity, American Federation for Children, the Heritage Foundation, the Bradley Foundation, and others, are pouring hundreds of millions of dollars into lobbyists’ and politicians’ coffers.⁴ When their chosen candidates win control, private school vouchers are at the top of their agenda.

The U.S. Supreme Court has also paved the way for these voucher expansions. In the 2022 ruling Carson v. Makin (explained in Appendix 2 of the toolkit), the Court held for the first time that if states fund private secular education, they must also fund private, religious education. While Carson in no way required states to fund private school vouchers, it has emboldened pro-voucher
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¹ A recent Reuters poll found only 36% of the public support voucher schemes if they reduce funding for public schools. Reuters/Ipsos Poll: Issues Survey (Mar. 2023).

² For example, the DeVos-founded lobbying group American Federation for Children spent more than a quarter of a million dollars on Iowa House races in 2022 to oust lawmakers who had opposed vouchers and replace them with pro-voucher allies. Once these new lawmakers took their seats in 2023, the state legislature passed the state’s first voucher bill within the first few weeks of session, despite failed attempts in previous sessions. American Federation for Children, School Choice Supporters Victorious in Iowa Primary (June 28, 2022); Robin Opsahl, Reynolds’ School Choice Push Worked in the Primaries, Ousting Incumbents, Iowa Capital Dispatch (June 11, 2022).


⁴ Nina Mast, State and Local Experience Proves School Vouchers are a Failed Policy That Must be Opposed, Economic Policy Institute, Apr. 20, 2023.
organizations and politicians. They perceive the current conservative Court as friendly to their ambitions, or at least unwilling to stand in the way.

We are beginning to see the consequences of this well-funded effort. Below, we detail new examples of voucher failures—these show how private school vouchers fail students and communities.

**Costs Skyrocket as Voucher Programs Far Exceed Initial Estimates**

As Section 3 of the toolkit demonstrates, voucher programs don’t save taxpayer money. Indeed, rather than saving money, vouchers cost significantly more than funding public education. When lawmakers consider expanding or creating voucher programs, their projections often drastically underestimate actual costs. As a result, they not only sell a false promise about saving money but also often do not budget adequate funds and wind up millions of dollars short, necessitating cuts from public education and other areas and even tax increases.

This year’s voucher expansions are already grossly over budget and universal vouchers demonstrate how acute the problem is. Here are two of the latest examples:

- **The Arizona voucher is costing 1,346% more than projected.** The fiscal note attached to Arizona’s universal voucher program projected the program would cost the state about $65 million in 2024 and $125 million in 2025. But once students’ applications started to come in, state leaders realized these estimates were woefully inadequate. The Arizona Governor’s Office now estimates that the price tag is more than 1,346% higher at a cost of $940 million per year. This will put Arizona in a potential $320 million budget shortfall in its General Fund, which is used to pay for public schools, transportation, fire, police, and prisons. And, this new estimate means that more than half of all K-12 education funding in Arizona will now benefit voucher students—who comprise only 8% of the student population.

- **The Florida voucher is already more than $2 billion over budget in year one.** The Florida Senate projected that its voucher expansion would cost $646 million. But independent
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researchers estimated that the program would actually cost almost $4 billion, and actual costs are already approaching that amount—$3.35 billion in the first year. In just one county, Duval, school officials report a $17 million budget shortage due to funds lost to the vouchers.

Over the long term, rising costs persist. A recent report examining voucher programs in Arizona, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Louisiana, Ohio, and Wisconsin during the years 2008 to 2019 confirms that voucher spending climbed sharply beyond lawmakers’ expectations as time went on. During the same period, the states’ per-pupil expenditures on public education dropped. This was despite increased or steady public school enrollment. In the case of Indiana, the state decreased per-pupil funding for public education by 1.5 percent, while voucher spending grew an astonishing 796 percent. Georgia similarly dropped per-pupil
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expenditures on public education by 1.9 percent, while spending on its voucher program grew 883 percent.\textsuperscript{15}

So-Called “Universal” Vouchers Fund Wealthy Families Whose Kids Already Attend Private School

As we describe in Section 3 of the toolkit, one of the reasons that vouchers are so expensive is that they create new costs for the government to fund tuition for kids of wealthy families who never attended public schools. And when lawmakers remove income limits and expand eligibility for voucher programs to most or all students, this is even more likely to occur.

While “universal” voucher programs may be theoretically open to all students, they are not equally accessible to all. Wealthy families have the knowledge, time, and means to benefit from universal voucher programs. Lower-income families do not have the same capacity to pay additional tuition and application costs that exceed the amount of a voucher, research private schools that might be willing to accept their child, prepare for and take admissions tests, fill out applications, and arrange transportation for their child each day to private schools that do not provide buses. Foster families, immigrants, those who do not speak English, and those who work night shifts or multiple jobs have the least capacity to navigate the complex web of a private school voucher program for their children. As a result, it is the most privileged families who reap the majority of benefits in “universal” programs, especially since their children may already be enrolled in private school.

This problem is exacerbated by the fact that private schools can raise their tuition in response to new sources of government funds in universal voucher programs. Researchers have long observed this phenomenon,\textsuperscript{16} and it’s now playing out in
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**Myth:**
Universal voucher programs give equal opportunity to all students to pursue a private education.

**Fact:**
Even if every student is eligible to receive a voucher, not every student has an equal opportunity to use it. Private schools can, and frequently do, reject students for many reasons, such as religion, sexual orientation and gender identity, disability, academic ability, disciplinary history, and financial status. And just because all students are eligible for vouchers does not mean that they are equally accessible. Wealthy families often have more knowledge, time, and means to reap the benefits of universal vouchers; low-income families are less likely to be able to do so.

\textsuperscript{15} Id. at 12.

\textsuperscript{16} Daniel M. Hungerman & Kevin Rinz, \textit{Where Does Voucher Funding Go? How Large-Scale Subsidy Programs Affect Private-School Revenue}. 
newly expanded programs. In Iowa, which is implementing a universal private school voucher program for the first time in 2023, Des Moines and Dubuque Catholic schools have hiked tuition by as much as 40% and some schools are requiring students who previously received scholarships from the schools and paid no tuition to apply for vouchers. Only wealthier families can afford to pay the increased tuition costs. In fact, of the 18,600 students who have been approved to receive a voucher in Iowa, approximately 60% of them already attend private school. This number will likely increase over the next two years as the income cap also increases—and by the 2025-2026 school year, all students, regardless of income, will be eligible.

Here are five more recent examples of how expansive voucher programs benefit wealthier families:

- According to the Arkansas Department of Education, only 5% of the participants in the state’s new universal voucher program had ever attended public schools before receiving a voucher.

    The voucher was intended to prioritize public school students with diagnosed disabilities who have IEP or 504 plans developed under federal law by public school districts. Instead, the Department is allowing families to present only a simple doctor’s note, or a private school document, to claim their disability diagnosis. This has allowed many private school families—who lacked an IEP or 504 plan, because they never had any contact with public schools in the first place—to cut the line and get a voucher.

- When Florida expanded its voucher program to all students this year, 122,895 new students signed up to get vouchers. Only 13% of those students had ever previously attended public schools. Sixty-nine percent were already attending private schools, and the remaining students were entering private kindergarten. Of the new students, 44% are from households that made $120,000 or more per year—more than double the
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median household income in the state. Only 30% are from families that make less than $55,000 per year.

- More than 50% of Arizona’s voucher spending for 2024 is made up of newly incurred costs for students who were previously enrolled in private school, homeschooled, or hadn’t yet started kindergarten before getting a voucher. And nearly half of applications came from the wealthiest quarter of the state.

- Most students in Indiana’s voucher program come from well-off families. During the 2022-2023 school year, voucher recipients were more likely to come from families that made more than $100,000 per year than families that made less than $50,000 per year. This imbalance is likely to worsen in the next school year; lawmakers have raised income limits to allow families who make up to $220,000 per year (the 94th percentile of income in the state) to get vouchers.

- Oklahoma’s pandemic voucher program was ostensibly created to help families experiencing financial hardship caused by the COVID pandemic to continue to pay private school tuition. A state audit, however, found that most vouchers—more than 55%—went to families who experienced no decrease in income and reported no financial hardship. These well-off families received more than $5 million total in taxpayer funds.

### More Vouchers Means More Waste, Fraud, and Abuse

Section 5 of the toolkit describes how vouchers lack accountability requirements for government funds, inviting waste and fraud and increasing costs. As voucher programs grow, this problem worsens. New expansions bring new opportunities for bad actors to take advantage and siphon off taxpayer money.

Here are some of the latest examples of waste, fraud, and abuse that show the magnitude of
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this problem:

- **North Carolina is funding vouchers for kids who don’t exist.** Independent researchers found that North Carolina’s rapidly expanding voucher program gives vouchers to private schools that are currently closed, and identified 62 instances where a school received more vouchers than it had students.\(^{32}\) In total, the study estimates that at least $2.3 million has been lost to fraud—so far.

  For example, Mitchener University Academy has only 72 students enrolled, but the state sent the school vouchers for 149 students—which amounts to $230,000 for students who don’t exist.\(^{33}\) When a local reporter set out to find Teaching Achieving Students Academy, a Charlotte private school that was receiving vouchers for nearly double the number of enrolled students, she could not locate the school at all—no school and no students. And she discovered that the school’s principal was recently charged with a felony for bringing contraband into a jail.\(^{34}\) The school, however, is still listed as eligible to receive vouchers under the state’s program.

- **Utah’s voucher program gave some families thousands of dollars extra and overspent on salaries and advertising.** A recent state audit\(^ {35}\) found that Utah’s voucher administrators miscalculated voucher amounts and awarded families thousands of dollars more than the voucher law provided. Auditors reviewed only 22 voucher awards and found that 9% were wrongly calculated—wasting more than $4,000 just in this small
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\(^{33}\) Id.


The administrators of the program made more costly mistakes as well: they did not comply with the spending rules that legislators had set for the program. In total, voucher administrators exceeded the prescribed budget by more than $100,000 by overspending on their own salaries, advertising, and other administrative costs.\(^{37}\)

Many states’ expanded programs are structured as so-called “education savings accounts” (ESA), a system that is especially susceptible to wasteful spending. In ESA programs, instead of paying tuition directly to private schools, the government deposits taxpayer money into a bank account that parents can then spend on tuition, homeschooling, and a wide array of goods and services. ESA programs tend to only lightly monitor and regulate—if at all—what parents are permitted to buy with taxpayer funds. Inevitably, ESAs often fund many purchases of minimal or no educational value, as shown in the examples below:

- **Oklahoma’s pandemic voucher program wasted money and overpaid tuition.** A recent state audit\(^{38}\) of Oklahoma’s pandemic voucher program\(^{39}\) found that it misspent millions of COVID relief dollars. The audit found that vouchers wasted more than $1.7 million on items that had no educational purpose, including Christmas trees, gaming consoles, and electric fireplaces.\(^{40}\) The voucher also wasted $2 million by sending tuition payments to private schools that either did not charge tuition at all or did not charge families the full tuition cost.\(^{41}\)

- **Arizona’s voucher program allowed parents to spend voucher money on whatever they wanted.** The head of Arizona’s voucher program revealed the state permitted parents to spend voucher funds on non-educational expenses including chicken coops, pools, pizza ovens, kayaks, SeaWorld tickets, and trampolines.\(^{42}\) While the state claims it will begin cracking down on allowable expenses, they plan to still allow vouchers to be used for gym memberships, board games, rugs, sports equipment, acting classes, and any other “reasonable education-related expenses” that parents can justify as being related to a
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some aspect of their home “curriculum.” Meanwhile, Arizona has cut $4.56 billion from its public education funding since 2011, including $2 billion in cuts from the funds meant for textbooks, technology, and public school buildings.

- **Florida’s vouchers can be used to buy Disney tickets, big-screen TVs, and paddleboards.** Florida’s voucher administrators released a purchasing guide for their universal voucher program that has sparked outrage for permitting many non-educational items, such as foosball tables, canoes, garden supplies, meal delivery kits, and tickets to Florida theme parks. For the 2021-2022 school year (during which only students with disabilities were eligible), taxpayer-funded vouchers were used to pay $1.2 million for televisions, $43,374 for treadmills, and $226,584 for gaming consoles. This year, all Florida students are eligible. Meanwhile, Florida has chronically underfunded its public schools for decades, earning an “F” for school funding in a report by the Education Law Center and ranking 48th in the country for teacher pay.

In defending ESA programs like those in Oklahoma, Florida, and Arizona, private school voucher proponents contend that these purchases are proper and appropriate, comparing them to the field trips and electives available to public school students. This argument is misguided.

First, luxurious trips and expensive electives are not the reality in most public schools. While the best-resourced public schools in wealthier communities can provide some “extras” or enlist parents to contribute for field trips and electives, many schools cannot. Many of our public schools are so underfunded and inequitably funded that they are struggling to provide the basics that students need to learn, like books, computers, and safe, functional
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46 Jeffrey S. Solochek, *Florida Parents Can Spend Left Over School Voucher Funds on TVs, Kayaks, Disney Tickets*, Miami Herald (Sept. 1, 2023).


49 In the words of a Heritage Foundation Education Senior Policy Fellow, “It is not uncommon for public schools to have kayaks or trampolines for physical education or their athletic programs. Chicken coops are a feature in many schools, particularly in rural areas. Washington, D.C.’s Department of Health even published a guide to raising chickens in district school gardens. And what do you think all those public-school buses are doing outside of SeaWorld?” See Jason Bedrick, *Education Choice Means Accountability to Families*, Education Next (Mar. 21, 2023).
classrooms. Districts in high-poverty areas, which serve mostly students of color, get less funding than districts in wealthy areas, which serve mostly white students, highlighting this inequity. Many teachers—an estimated 68%—are forced to spend their own money on basic classroom supplies, like notebooks, pencils, and cleaning materials.

Second, ESA voucher programs are a poor allocation of limited taxpayer funds. Consider a parent who uses an ESA voucher to buy a $5,000 piano for their living room so that their child can take piano lessons. At the same cost, the local public high school could have purchased a piano that will serve hundreds of students in the school’s music and theater programs each year for 20 years. We should not be diverting desperately needed public funding away from the public schools that serve nearly 90% of students to pay for luxuries that will only be used by individual voucher students.

**Conclusion**

Unfortunately, the unprecedented expansion of state voucher programs has brought unparalleled harms and failures to our kids, schools, and communities. While drafting this addendum, new reports of wrongdoing were emerging each day from these massive state voucher programs.

But there is cause for hope: an extraordinary voter-driven movement to defend public schools is developing. For example, in Nebraska, the Support Our Schools petition effort turned in almost double the number of signatures required to the Secretary of State to put a referendum on the ballot to block implementation of the state’s first-ever voucher program. Voters will have a chance to decide. It is worth noting that vouchers have lost every single time since 1970 that they have appeared on ballot referenda. Other voucher states should follow Nebraska’s lead. Despite the efforts of anti-public-education politicians and lobbyists, people do not support the dismantling of our public schools.

At great cost, voucher failures are illuminating what public education advocates have known all along: we must stop private school vouchers, end existing programs, and return public funds to public schools, where they will be used to improve education for all children.
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